Assembly
GROW TABLES – SQUARE- RECTANGULAR
The Height of GYO Gardening
Simple Assembly, No nails, no screws, no holes to dig, but please read the instructions first! Easy
access high level planting suitable for greenhouse, patio and conservatory gardening.
4 Posts
4 Thin Stretcher Boards
4 Baton Boards
4 Top Boards
4 Thick boards for slatted floor
Plastic Slats: 8 mixed lengths
Liner
General Information
A Stretcher is the piece of wood that slants between the legs. In a
Rectangular bed there will be 2 longer stretchers for the long sides and 2 shorter for the short
sides. In a Square Bed they will all 4 be the same size.
Plastic strips are there as supports and they slide inside the groves of the posts. A Rectangular
bed will have 2 each of 4 different lengths. A Square Bed will have 4 each of 2 different lengths.
These will be packed carefully and clearly marked. On each side the shorter strips fit between the
floor and the top of the stretcher bar. The longer strips go between the low end of the stretcher
and the base of the bed.
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Start by sliding a short plastic strip down one of the posts. Slide the top of a stretcher
board over the plastic slat. Place another post over the lower end of this stretcher board.
Follow this by inserting a longer plastic strip over this end. Repeat to form a square or
rectangle as appropriate.
Join up the Grow Bed by placing the Baton Boards between the posts and above the
Stretcher Boards. The Baton faces inwards and at the bottom.
Place the floor boards across the base of the Grow Bed, fitting the corner cut-outs into the
corner of the posts.
Fill the bed with the remaining 4 Boards
Place the liner inside the bed and puncture for drainage.
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